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Highlights

Apple finally unveiled its latest operating system, iOS 14, on Monday
during its online-only Worldwide Developer Conference (WWDC).
While the final version of the OS won't be available until September,
the company did unveil its new features.
Here's everything that's coming to iOS 14.
Click here to read more.

The vast majority of C-level executives in retail and restaurants
companies (83%) believe that shopping and dining will never return to
pre-pandemic models, according to a study.

As retail and restaurant chains develop their reopening strategies,
executives may use this opportunity to cull unprofitable locations.
Almost two-thirds (65%) of retailer and restaurant chains plan to
reopen...
Click here to read more.

SpaceX rockets fly with software you can find on your Android phone
Programmers detail the software that makes the Falcon rockets,
Dragon capsules and Starlink satellites tick. And yes, they play Kerbal
Space Program.
Click here to read more.

Did You Know...

Why IBM abandoned facial recognition, and more
tech news you need to know today.
Apple’s synthetic group selfie patent - social
distancing selfies.
How Can You Be Sure Someone Has Real
Leadership Potential? Watch for 4 Rare Signs.

Radio looking at ‘hybrid’ approach to working.

Verizon 5G Home Internet now available in Detroit. It's just
the sixth city to get the next-gen high-speed broadband
service since its rollout started in Oct. 2018.
EU wants Facebook, Twitter to report monthly on
fight against fake news. TikTok, meanwhile, is
joining the EU's code of conduct.
Slack moving to a more remote work force.

Pandemic opportunity to strengthen ties with
advertisers.

Massive spying campaign may have impacted Google
Chrome users.

Step inside this robot-run restaurant. LG's booth at
CES 2020 features a restaurant-scale demo, complete
with robotic staff waiting on your table, creating your
cappuccino and preparing your meal.
Jump in sales sends stocks higher, but uncertainty
about economic recovery remains.

Netflix CEO donating millions to historically black
institutions.
Microsoft 10 update makes some printers unable to
print.
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